Discussing Coverage Issues
With Outside Counsel—
Before an Opinion Is Drafted
by Michael L. Young and Katie E. Jacobi
To ensure that outside counsel provides a written coverage opinion that will help a claims professional resolve a claim, both parties must
fully understand the claim and its coverage issues before that opinion is drafted. Therefore, the claims professional and counsel should
discuss the claim in detail after counsel has reviewed the file materials but before that lawyer drafts the written coverage opinion. A prewritten-opinion conference can serve several important claims handling purposes, including identifying issues and necessary information,
providing a better understanding of the coverage issues, determining the format the written opinion should take and the potential
discoverability of the written opinion, and establishing a claims resolution strategy.

In response to rising costs stemming from the opioid epidemic, cities, counties, and states have
filed lawsuits against opioid manufacturers, distributors, and retailers in an effort to recoup those
costs. This article, a follow-up to the winter 2018 Insights article “General Liability Insurance and
the Opioid Epidemic,” examines additional coverage issues related to these lawsuits.

Claims diary notes such as this are made by insurers every day:
“This claim presents a serious question of insurance coverage.
Please assign to outside counsel for a further opinion.”
When a claim presents a question of coverage under an insurance
policy, the claims professional may choose to retain outside counsel
to provide a written coverage opinion. The claims professional would
contact the lawyer, discuss the coverage issue, provide relevant
claims and policy materials, and ask for a written opinion. The
lawyer would then review the materials and draft an opinion for the
insurer without further discussion.
Many claims are handled in this manner without incident. Other
times, however, insurers receive written coverage opinions from
outside counsel that are inaccurate, unhelpful, incomplete, too
lengthy (and thus too expensive), or worse, damaging to the insurer’s
handling of the claim.

Pre-Written-Opinion Conference
To avoid receiving a worthless or unhelpful coverage opinion, the
claims professional should continue to communicate with outside
counsel after the initial assignment. Specifically, the two parties
should discuss the claim in detail after counsel has reviewed the file
materials but before that lawyer drafts the written coverage opinion.
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Whether that discussion happens in an in-person meeting or over
the phone, it can be a critical component in any insurer’s evaluation
of insurance coverage. In fact, it may be the last meaningful opportunity for the claims professional and counsel to fully discuss and
understand the claim and its coverage issues before counsel incurs
significant time and fees drafting an opinion—particularly one that
could prove inaccurate or otherwise unhelpful to the insurer.
A cynic may argue that the insurer will attempt to persuade counsel
during the conference to provide a favorable coverage opinion. However, we authors, in our many years of practice, have never encountered a claims professional who has acted in this manner.

Far from improper, a pre-written-opinion conference serves several important claims handling purposes, including identifying issues and necessary information, providing a better understanding
of the coverage issues, determining the format the written opinion
should take and the potential discoverability of the written opinion,
and establishing a claims resolution strategy.

Identifying Issues and Necessary
Information
As a threshold matter, a pre-written-opinion conference can help
the claims professional and counsel better identify coverage issues
that require further examination. The claims professional may ask
counsel to examine a particular coverage issue, but after reviewing
the claims and policy materials, counsel may determine that other
or additional coverage issues may drive analysis of the claim.
For example, the claims professional may believe that a provision
in the policy’s insuring agreement determines coverage for the
claim, while counsel may believe that an exclusion applies instead.
Having a conference before the coverage opinion is written allows
the claims professional and counsel to discuss and fully understand which issues really need to be examined to handle the claim.
A pre-written-opinion conference also allows the claims professional and counsel to identify whether counsel needs additional
information or documentation from the claims file to provide a
complete opinion. Claims professionals will become frustrated if
they wait weeks for a written coverage opinion but then receive
a lengthy (and probably expensive) coverage opinion letter that
discusses several policy provisions and insurance law cases but
ultimately provides little to no guidance because counsel needs
additional information.
Having a conference before counsel drafts a coverage opinion
allows the lawyer to explain why he or she needs to review additional information or documentation, such as claims diary notes
or witness statements. The claims professional can then decide
whether he or she agrees that the lawyer needs the additional
documentation, and if so, provide that information to counsel.
Moreover, the discussions that occur in these conferences can
trigger an examination of information that may not necessarily reside in the insurer’s claims files. For example, a review of a question about an additional insured tender might require counsel to
review the insurer’s underwriting file. A review of a common policy
provision might call into question how the insurer has handled
prior claims under that provision and whether the insurer can or
should maintain that precedent.
Such information can be vital to the insurance coverage analysis.
If counsel simply reviews the claims file materials and does not
discuss with the claims professional the potential need to examine
materials outside of that file, the insurer may receive a coverage
opinion that does not address the issues at the heart of the claim.
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Providing a Better Understanding
After the appropriate coverage issues are identified and all necessary documentation and information reviewed, a pre-written-opinion
conference can play another important role: It allows the claims
professional to hear counsel’s initial impressions of how coverage
issues may play out in the claim. Unless the issue at hand clearly
falls one way or the other, written coverage opinions tend to qualify
their predictions as to how a court may view the coverage question.
“Probably,” “possibly,” “potentially,” and “arguably” are some of the
commonly used hedge words in the
coverage lawyer’s toolbox.

If the issue at hand is fairly straightforward, the claims professional
may not need counsel’s written opinion or may just require something
simple, such as an email that briefly outlines the coverage analysis.
For more complex or precedent-setting claims, the claims professional may need a more thorough written analysis with a full examination and recitation of the facts, policy provisions, and relevant legal
authorities.
Because lengthy written opinions can cost several thousand dollars to
prepare, a pre-written-opinion conference gives the claims professional the opportunity to inform counsel
just how much written documentation is
needed to handle the claim.
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Outside counsel should advise the claims professional on the opinJust as important, a pre-written-opinion conference also allows
outside counsel to better understand the claims professional’s view
of the coverage issues. When a claim is initially sent to counsel for a
coverage review, the claims professional and counsel may discuss
the coverage issues at that time, but typically counsel has not yet
reviewed the claims and policy materials. Once counsel completes
that review, a pre-written-opinion conference allows counsel to
speak with the claims professional about the claim in a more educated manner.
The conference allows counsel to better understand the claims professional’s opinion about coverage issues and the issues that need
to be addressed in a written opinion. While outside counsel may
perceive that he or she understands which issues should govern
the coverage analysis, sometimes that perception misses the mark.
Without a conference, the insurer may receive a well-written coverage analysis that discusses issues largely irrelevant to its needs.

Determining the Format of the
Written Opinion
After the claims professional and outside counsel have discussed
the coverage issues and understand each other’s perspectives, they
can discuss whether the insurer truly needs a written opinion—and
if so, the format that opinion should take.
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ion’s potential discoverability so that the claims professional can
decide whether and to what extent a written opinion is necessary. If
outside counsel does not advise the claims professional on this issue,
the claims professional should ask about it.

Establishing a Claims Resolution
Strategy
A pre-written-opinion conference allows the claims professional to
tap into outside counsel’s knowledge and experience to help develop
a plan for the fair and prompt resolution of the claim. After counsel
provides coverage analysis, the insurer must decide how to proceed
with the claim. As younger and less-experienced claims professionals
enter the industry, they may tend to defer or rely more heavily on the
opinions and analysis of outside counsel.
Claims professionals could be better served if they use a pre-written-opinion conference to ask counsel difficult questions about the
coverage analysis. This may help the insurer, which is ultimately
responsible for its response to a claim, choose a fair and reasonable course for resolving the claim. A pre-written-opinion conference
gives the insurer access to one of its best resources for handling that
claim—its outside counsel. 

